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Compounding in linguistics pdf

From the GlottopediaA compound, it is a word formed by combining two or more lexicas. Different classes of words (noun, adjective or verb) can be combined to form a connection, although the most productive type of English is the noun connection. Connections, in English and some other languages, can be written as
one word or two separate words, and they can be hyphenated as well. Connections are often marked in such a way as to distinguish them from phrases. In English, for example, stress plays an important role in the labeling of compounds. As part of the greenhouse, stress falls on the first syllable, while in the green
house, the adjective changes the noun, the stress falls on the second syllable. Examples of English connections: football (noun and noun) babysitter (noun and verb) pickpocket (Verb and noun) snow-white (noun) dark blue (adjective) brother-in-law (noun) Subtypes of the compound can be divided into the following
where one of the lexemes is considered a head of connection and the other a modifier. Lipstick, for example, refers to a special kind of stick, and the board refers to a kind of board. An exocentric compound where what connection refers to is not the same as the head. Redhead, for example, is not a kind of head. The
coordination unit, also known as the copulating complex, where communication between members is as one of coordination: for example, the actor-manager is an actor and a manager of the 1st. An apppositional connection where parts of the connection belong to the same referent. The maid belongs to the maid who is
a servant. See also bahuvrihi compounds dvanda compound compound synthetic compound Matthews Handbook, P. H. 2005. Oxford Short Dictionary of Linguistics. Oxford: Oxford University Publishing House.77 Link Utrecht Lexicon Linguistics Other languages German Kompositum This article needs additional quotes
to check. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Linguistics Compound - News newspaper book scientist JSTOR (January 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) In linguistics, the compound is
lexeme (less accurate, word or sign), which consists of more than one stem. A connection, composition, or nominal composition is the process of forming words that creates complex lexemes. That is, in familiar terms, compounding occurs when two or more words or signs are connected to make one more word or sign.
The value of the connection may be similar or different from the value of its components in isolation. Component stems of the compound can be the same part of the speech as in the case of the English word pathway consisting of two nouns they may belong to different parts of speech, as in the case of the English word
blackbird, consisting of the adjective black and noun bird. With very few exceptions, English complex words are emphasized on their first stem component. This process is easy in other Germanic languages for various reasons. Words can be concussed as meaning the same as the sum of two words (e.g.
Pressekonferenz-German for a press conference) or where the adjective and noun are exacerbated (e.g. hvidvinsglas-Danish for a white glass of wine). Adding affics to words (e.g. suffixes or prefixes, as in employment) should not be confused with nominal composition, as this is actually morphological excretion. Some
languages easily form connections from what in other languages will be the expression of a few words. This can lead to unusually long words, a phenomenon known in German (which is one of such languages) as Bandwurmw'rter or tapeworms of the word. Sign languages also have connections. They are created by
combining two or more stems of the sign. Connection formation Rules form a very different type of language. In synthetic language, the connection between the elements of the compound can be marked by a case or other morphema. For example, the German compound Captainspatent consists of the Captain lexem
(sea captain) and patent (license), they were joined by a suffix (originally a genital suffix); and similarly, Latin lexeme paterfamilias contains an archaic genetic form of the lexema family (family). Conversely, in the Hebrew language compound, the word רֶפֵס תיֵּב   rate sefer (school), is the head that changes: the connection
literally means house-book, with תִיַּב  bayit (house), entering the state of construction to become תיֵּב  rate (house-out). This latter model is common in all Semitic languages, although in some it is combined with a clear genetic case, so that both parts of the compound are marked (e.g. Arabic هللا دبع   ʕabdu ʔal-leg servant
of God). Agglutinative languages tend to create very long words with derivative morphemes. Compounds may or may not require the use of morph derivatives as well. The longest connections in the world can be found in Finnish and Germanic languages. In German, extremely elongated complex words can be found in
the language of chemical compounds, where in the case of biochemistry and polymers they can be virtually unlimited in length, mainly because the German rule involves combining all nouns with nouns as the most recent stem. German examples include Farbfernsehger't (color TV), Funkfernbedienung (radio remote
control), and the often quoted playful word Donaudampfschifffahrtsgesellschaftskapit'nsm'tge only two Fs, Danube Steamboat-Shipping Company Company hat), which, of course, can be made even longer and even more absurd, for example,
Donaudampfschifffahrtsgesellschaftskapit'tzenreinigungsausschreibungsverordnungsdiskussionsanfang (beginning of discussion of regulation on the tender of the Danube steamer shipping company captain hats) etc. According to several editions of the Guinness Book of Records, the longest published German word
has 79 letters and is Donaudampfschiffahrtselektrizit'tenhaupbetbsbauunterbeamtengesellschaft (Association of subordinate officials of the Chief Electrical Service of the Danube Shipping Company), but there is no evidence that this association ever existed. In Finnish, although theoretically there is no limit to the length
of complex words, words consisting of more than three components are rare. Even those with fewer than three components may look mysterious to non-Finnish speakers such as yukulosquainti (emergency exit). Internet folklore sometimes suggests that
lentokonesuihkuturbiimoimoimoimotoriameaanikkoaliupseerioppilas (Airplane jet turbine engine auxiliary mechanic non-officer student) is the longest word in Finnish, but the evidence of it is actually used meager and anecdotal at best. Connections can be quite long when translating technical documents from English to
some other language, as the lengths of words are theoretically limitless, especially in chemical terminology. For example, when translating an English technical document into Swedish, the term Movement Range Settings can be translated directly into r'relseuppskattnings'kintervallsinst'llningar, although in fact the word is
likely to be divided into two parts: s'kintervallsinst'llningar f'r r'rrelseuppskattning - setting the search range for motion assessment. Subclasses of semantic classification General semantic classification of compounds gives four types: endocentric exocentric copcentric copulating endocentric compound consists of the
head, i.e. the categorical part, which contains the main value of the entire compound, and modifiers that limit this value. For example, the English complex dog box, where the house is a head and a dog modifier, is understood as a house designed for a dog. Endocentric compounds are usually the same part of speech
(class words) as their head, as in the case of a dog box. (Such compounds in the Sanskrit tradition were called Tatpurunya.) The exocentric compound (called the Bahuvrihi compound in the Sanskrit tradition) is a hyponym of some unexpressed semantic category (e.g. human, plant or animal): none (none) of its
components can be perceived as a formal head, and its meaning often cannot be transparently guessed from its constituent parts. For example white-collar union a sort of collar, no white thing. In an exocentric compound, the class of words is defined lexically, ignoring the class of constituents. For example, it is
necessary to have not a verb, but a noun. The meaning of this type of connection can be obscured as (one) whose B is A, where B is the second element of the connection and the first. The bahuwriha compound is a compound whose nature is not expressed in words: thus, the white collar is neither white nor collared



(the color of the collar is a metonism of socio-economic status). Other examples of English include barefoot. The copulative compounds are compounds with two semantic heads. Appositional compounds are lexemes that have two (opposite) attributes that classify the connection. Type Description Examples of
endocentric ASB denotes a special kind of B dark room, Smalltalk's exocentric ASB denotes a special kind of unexpressed semantic skinhead head, the paleica copulating ASB denotes the sum of what A and B denote bitterly, sleepwalking appositional A and B provide different descriptions for the same reference actor-
director, the servant of syntactic classification Noun Positioning of words (i.e. the most common of the order where nouns are modified by adjectives, owners, other nouns, etc.) varies depending on the language. While Germanic languages, for example, are left-branched when it comes to noun phrases (modifiers come
in front of your head), Romance languages tend to be right-branched. In French, complex nouns are often formed by left heads with prepositional components inserted before the modifier, as in the chemin-de-fer 'railway' illuminated. 'Iron Road', and a moulin is a 'windmill' illuminated. 'the mill (which works) is by wind.' In
Turkish, one of the ways of forming composite nouns is this: windmill eldeshimen (eat: wind, desirmen-and: mill-possessive); demiryolu 'rail' (demir: iron, yol-u: road-possessive). Verb-noun connections Type of connection, which is quite common in Indo-European languages is formed from the verb and its object, and in
fact turns a simple verbal clause into a noun. For example, in Spanish, such compounds consist of a second-person verb with a special imperative, followed by a noun (single or plural): for example, rascacelos (modeled on a skyscraper illuminated by a scratched sky), a sakacorcho corkscrew (lit. pull corkscrew),
guardarropa 'wardrobe' (cast clothing). Formally, these compounds are unchanged in the plural (but in many cases they have been reused as multiple forms, and Special shape). French and Italian have the same connections with the noun in the singular form: Italian grattacielo 'skyscraper', French lattice pain 'toaster'
(lighted. 'toast bread'). This design exists in English, usually with a verb and noun as in the Form: examples of spoilsport, killjoy, breakfast, cover, pickpocket, dreadnought, and know nothing. Also common in English is another type of verb noun (or noun verb) compound in which the verb argument is included in the verb,
which is then usually turned into a gerund, such as breastfeeding, finger pointing, etc. noun is often an instrumental supplement. From these gerunds can be made new verbs: (mother) breastfeeding (child) and from them new compounds of breast-feeding mother and child, etc. In the Australian aboriginal language of
Jingulu, the language of Pma-nung, it is claimed that all verbs are compounds of the WNS, such as do a dream or run to dive, and the language has only three basic verbs: do, do and run. A particular type of compound is the inclusion from which noun inclusion in verbal root (as in English backstabbing, breastfeeding,
etc.) is the most common (see below). The verb-verb connection Main article: Connecting the verb verb-verb connection sequence of more than one verb acting together to determine the structure of the position. They have two types: in a consistent verb, two actions, often consistent, are expressed in one paragraph. For
example, Ewe trɔ dzo, illuminated. Turn on holiday, means turn and care, and Hindi जाकर देखो j'-kar dekh-o, illuminated. Go-CONJUNCTIVE PARTICIPLE see-IMPERATIVE, means go and see. In Tamil, the Dravidian language, van̪t̪u paːr, is burning. In each case, these two verbs together define semantics and the
structure of arguments. Serial verb expressions in English may include What Did You Go And Do It Do For?, or Is It Just Raised and Gone; this is, however, not quite the true connection as they are linked by a compound and the second missing arguments can be taken as a case of ellipse. In a complex verb (or complex
predicate), one of the verbs is primary and defines the primary semantics as well as the structure of arguments. The secondary verb, often called a vector verb or explanation, provides subtle differences, usually in time or aspect, and also carries an inflection (tense and/or agreement markers). The basic verb usually
appears in a conjunctive partial (sometimes zero) form. For example, Hindi िनकल गया nikal gay, illuminated. Exit went, means out, while िनकल पड़ा nikal paR, illuminated. exit dropped, meant gone or was blurred. In these examples, िनकल is the main verb, and गया gay and पड़ा are vector verbs. Similarly, as in English start
reading and Japanese 読み始める yomihajimeru read-CONDunTIV-start-start-start reading, vector verbs begin and 始める hajimeru begin to change according to tense, denial, and the like, while the main Reading and 読み yomi reading tend to remain the same. The exception is a passive voice in which both English and
change the main verb, i.e. start reading and 読まれ始める yomarehajimeru burns. read-PASSIVE-(CONJUNCTIV)-start-start-starts to read. With a few exceptions, all complex verbs alternate with their simple counterparts. That is, the removal of the vector does not affect either the grammaticality, nor the meaning very
much: िनकला no one ' (He) came out. In several languages, both components of the composite verb can be finite forms: Kurukh kecc-ar ker-ar lit. died-3pl went-3pl' (They) died. Complex verbs are very common in some languages, such as the northern Indo-Indian Hindu and Punjabi languages, and the Dravidian
languages, such as Tamil, where up to 20% of the verb forms in the running text are composite. They exist but are less common in other Indo-Aryan languages, such as Marathi and Nepali, in Tibetan-Burma languages such as Limba and Newari, in Turkic languages such as Turkish and Kyrgyz, in Korean and Japanese,
as well as in North-Eastern Caucasian languages such as Cem and Awar. Influenced by the Kichua substrate speakers living in Ecuadorian altiglano have innovative composite verbs in Spanish: De rabia puso rompiendo la olla, 'In anger (he/she) broke the pot. (Lit. from anger put break pot) Botaremos matonde We will
kill you. (Cf. quichua hua'uchi-shpa shitashun, lit. kill-CP throw.1plFut. Same in Hindi: तेर ेको मार डालगे tere co meer dalenga, lit. We're going to kill and leave you). A connection of verb equivalents in English (examples from the Internet): What did you go and do it for? If you don't hand out free information on your website,
then a huge proportion of your business is just upping and leaving. Big Pig, she took and built a house out of a brush. Warning: In descriptions of Persian and other Iranian languages, the term complex verb refers to noun-plus-verb connections, not to verb and verb connections discussed here. Parasynthetic compounds
of parasynthetic compounds are formed as a result of a combination of compounds and derivatives, with several lexical stems and a derivative affix. For example, english black-eyed consists of black, eye-ed 'have', with the meaning 'to have a black eye'; The Italian impaster consists of 'in' (in', Busta 'envelope', -are
(verbal suffix), with the meaning of 'put in an envelope.' Hindi has a small number of simple (i.e. one-word) postpositions and a large number of complex postpositions, mostly consisting of simple post-position ke, followed by a certain position (e.g., ke-pa, next; ke n'che, below). Student/student 'weathercngenlдйcn': Learn
rainccs/hok6 ́ rain/hok6. - ⽣ Shung/Sang1 living being 太空/太空 space: 太 tai/taa3 great 空 Kang/hung1 emptiness 摩天樓/摩天楼 skyscraper: 摩 mz/mo1 touch - 天 ti'n/tin1 sky - 樓 l'ru/lau2 building (over 1 floor) 打印機/打印机 'printer': 打 dǎ/daa 2 strike - 印 y'n/yan3 stamp/print - 機 machine j'/gei1 百科全書/百科全书
'encyclopedia': 百 bǎi/baak3 hundred - 科 k'/fo1 (branch) 書 全 study 1 book 謝謝/谢谢 thanks: Repetition 謝 xi' thank The Dutch: arbeidsongeschiktheidsverzekering disability insurance: arbeid labor - ongeschiktheid inability and verzekering insurance. rioolwaterzuiveringsinstallatie 'treatment facilities': riool 'sewer' - water
'water' - zuivering 'cleaning' - installation'. verjaardagskalender 'birthday calendar': verjaardag 'birthday' and calendar kalender'. klantenservicemedewerker 'customer service representative': klanten 'customers' - service 'service' and medewerker 'worker'. universiteitsbibliotheek 'university library': universiteit 'university' -
library 'library'. doorgroeimogelijkheden 'opportunities to advance': door 'through' - groei 'grow' - mogelijkheden 'opportunities'. Finnish: sanakirja 'dictionary': sana 'word' - kirja 'book' tietokone 'computer': tieto 'knowledge data' - kone 'machine' keskiviikko 'environment': keski 'medium' - viikko 'week' maailma 'world': maa
'land' ' kolmivaihekilowattituntimittari 'electric meter': 'three-phase kilowatt-hour meter' sewerage-processing-object - German language has many German connections: Wolkenkratzer 'skyscraper': Volken 'clouds' drive' - zeug 'machine' Stacheldraht 'barbed wire': Stachel 'prickly/barbed' - Dracht 'wire'
Rinderkennzeichnungs- und Rindfleischetikettierungs'berwachungsaufgaben'bertragungsgesetz: literally cattle φιλόσοφος φίλος markings and beef labelling-surveillance Beloved σοφία wisdom δημοκρατία democracy: δῆμος demos people and κράτος rule ῥοδοδάκτυλος rhododtoktilos pink: ῥόδον radon rose and
δάκτυλος finger (home epithet, Applied to Icelandic 'dawn': j'rnbraut 'rail': j'rn 'iron' - braut 'way' or 'way' farart'k 'vehicle': farar 'journey' - t'k 'device' alfr'ior'ab'k 'encyclopedia': al 'everything' study or knowledge or dictionary : s'm 'phone' - tal 'dialogue' Italian: millepiedi 'centipede': 'Thousand' - piedi 'legs' ferrovia 'rail': ferro
'iron' - via 'way' tergicristallo 'wind wiper': tergere 'for washing' - cristallo 'crystal (pane) glass' pomodoro: pomo d'oro - apple of gold 時計 ⽬覚まし and tomatoes portacenere) mezamashi (dokei) 'disturbing hour': ⽬ me 'eye' - 覚まし samashi (-zamashi) 'awakening (someone)' (I 時計 tokei (-dokei) hours) お好み焼き
okonomiyaki: お好み okonomi 'preference ⽇帰り 焼き' higaeri 'day trip': ⽇ hi 'day' - 帰り kaeri (-gaeri) 'return (home)' q会議事堂 kokkaigijid' 'national building diet': 会 kokkai 'national Diet': 議事 giji 'proceedings' - 堂 d' 'hall' Korean: 안팎 anpak 'inside and out': 안 Inside and 밖 the tank outside (as the two nouns consonant
sound 'b' is strengthened in 'p' becomes 안팎 anpak, not 안밖 anbak) Ojibwe/Anishinaabemowin: mashkikiwaaboo 'tonic': mashkiki 'medicine' : misko 'red' - miin 'berry' dibik-giizis 'moon': dibik 'night' - giizis 'sun' gichi-momaookan 'white man/American' : gichi 'big' and mookomaan 'knife' Spanish: ciencia-ficci'n 'science
fiction': ciencia, science, fiction (This word is a calc of English expression of science fiction. The Spanish head is at the front, so ciencia ficci'n sounds like a kind of fictional science, not science fiction.) ciempi's 'centipede': cien 'hundred' - pies 'legs' ferrocarril 'rail': ferro 'iron' - carril 'lane' paraguas 'umbrella': para 'stops' -
'ez' in a bad mood': cabeza 'head' - bajo 'down' subibaja 'seesaw' (reduction sube y baja 'goes up and down') limpiaparabrisas 'glass cleaner' is an enclosed compound: Tamil: In Jemmochi (classic Tamil), the rules for connection are laid out in grammars such as Tolkappiam and Nannul, in various forms. Examples of
compounds include 'k' (king) - puram (appearance). Sometimes phonemes can be inserted during the mixing process, such as in covil of 'k' (king) and 'il' (home). Other types like vennai (oil) from veḷḷai (white) and nei (ghi); Note veḷḷai veins becomes veins. In ko'untamizh (non-standard Tamil language), parts of words
from other languages can be morphed into Tamil. Common examples include ratta-azhuttam (blood pressure) from Sanskrit rakta (blood) and Jemmohi akuttam (pressure); Notice how the rakta becomes ratta in Tamil order to remove the consonant cluster. This also happens with English, for example, k'pi-ka'aai (coffee
shop) from English coffee, which becomes in Tamil, and Tamil Kanyai meaning shop. Tłįchǫ Yatio/Dogrib: dlòotsǫ̀ǫ̀ 'peanut butter': 'squirrel' tsǫ̀ǫ̀ 'manure' eyakǫ̀ 'hospital: eya 'sick' - kǫ̀ 'home' d'e 'kerosene': d' 'land' stout'dǫt bannock: dǫ aboriginal people - bread Germanic languages in Germanic languages (including
English), connections are formed by preliminary, which is actually a space of names (context of camouflage) to the main word. For example, football will be a ball in a foot context. This in itself does not change the meaning of the main word. The added context only makes it more accurate. Thus, football should be
understood as a ball. However, as with football, the established connection of the word may have taken on a special meaning in the dictionary of the language. Only this defines football as a certain type of ball (unambiguously round object, not a dance party, at the same time), as well as a game involving such a ball.
Another example of a special and altered meaning is a starfish - a starfish is not really a fish in modern biology. Also syntactically, the composite word behaves like the main word - all the composite word (or phrase) inherits the word of class and the rules of inflection of the main word. That is, since fish and shape are
nouns, the starfish and star shape must also be nouns, and they must take multiple forms like starfish and star shapes, certain special shapes like the starfish and the shape of the star, and so on. This principle also applies to languages that express certainty inflection (as in North German). Because a connection is
understood as a word in itself, it can in turn be used in new connections, so the formation of an arbitrarily long word is trivial. This contrasts with romance languages, where prepositions are more used to indicate the relationship of words rather than shaking words. As a member of the German language family, English is
unusual in that the connections are usually written in separate parts. This would be a mistake in other Germanic languages such as Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, German and Dutch. However, this is just an orthographic convention: as in other Germanic languages, arbitrary noun phrases, such as a girl scout troops, a
member of the city council, and a basement door, can be made on the spot and used as a compound of nouns in speech as well as in English. Russian In Russian language, the connection is a common type of word formation, and there are several types of connections, both in terms of complex parts of speech and the
way the connection is formed. The noun's backyard can be agglutinative compounds, hyphenated joints (folding table, lit. table book, book-like table) or abbreviated (acronyms: collective farm). Some connections look like an acronym, while in fact it is agglutination type of stem and words: Akademgorodok (from the
academic town of academic village). Agglutinative nouns usually use agglutinating ingfix: steamship: The noun connection can be created as a noun, adjective and noun, noun (rarely), noun and verb (or rather, noun and verbal noun). Complex adjectives can be formed either as such (white-pink), or as a result of the
connection during the derivative adjective of the verbose term: kəmjɪnnʌʌˈstrovskjɪj prʌˈspjɛkt Stone Island Avenue, a street in St. Petersburg. Russian language is also a source of connections. Many Russian words are borrowed from other languages in an already composite form, including numerous classical
connections or internationalisms: the car. Sanskrit language Main article: Sanskrit compounds Sanskrit is very rich in compound formation with seven basic types of compounds and up to 55 subtypes. The process of forming a connection is productive, so it is impossible to list all the Sanskrit connections in the dictionary.
Connections of two to three words are more common, but longer connections with some runs through pages are not uncommon in Sanskrit literature. Some examples are below (the hyphens below show individual word boundaries for easy reading, but are not required in the original Sanskrit). िहमालय (IAST Him'laya,
decomposes as a chima-alaya): The name of the Himalayan mountain range. Literally the abode of snow. A combination of two words and four syllables. वर-मुकुट-म ण-मरी च-म री-चय-च चत-चरण-यगुल (IAST pravara-muku'a-ma'i-mar'ci-ma'jar'-caya-carcita-cara'a-yugala): Literally, About whose double legs are covered with a
cluster of brilliant beams of the best crown gems, from the Sanskrit work of Panchatantra. A mix of nine words and 25 syllables. कमला-कुच-कु ु म-िप रीकृत-व ः- थल िवरा जत-महा-कौ तुभ-म ण-मरी च माला िनराकृत-ि -भुवन- तिमर (IASTe-kuca-kuṅkuma-pi'jar'k'ta-vak'a-sthala-vir'jita-mah-kaustubha-machi-marichi-maali-niradita-tri-
bhuwana-timira): Literally about the one who scatters the darkness of the three worlds glitter y Precious Stone Kaustubh hangs on his chest, which was made with reddish-yellow saffron from the chest of Kamala (Lakshmi), the adjective of Rama in Kakabkhushundi Ramayanya. A mix of 16 words and 44 syllables. (IAST
sāṅkhya-yoga-nyāya-vaiśeṣika-pūrva-mīmāṃsā-vedānta-nārada-śāṇḍilya-bhakti-sūtra-gītā-vālmīkīya-rāmāyaṇa-bhāgavatādi-siddhānta-bodha-puraḥ-sara-samadhikṛtāśeṣa-tulasī-dāsa-sāhitya-sauhitya-svādhyāya-pravacana-vyākhyāna-parama-pravīṇāḥ): Literally the acclaimed forerunner in understanding of the
canons of Sāṅkhya, Yoga, Nyāya, Vaiśeṣika, Pūrva Mīmāṃsā, Vedānta, Nārada Bhakti Sūtra, Śāṇḍilya Bhakti Sūtra, Bhagavad Gītā, the Ramayana of Vālmīki, Śrīmadbhāgavata; and the most experienced in complex self-learning, discoursing and expounding the full work of Goswame Tulasidas. An adjective used in
the panegirique of Jagadguru Rambhadraharya. Hyphens show only those boundaries of words where there is no sandi. About including the word border with sandhi (ved'nta'veda-anta, ramayanashaara-ayana, bhagavatadi-bhagavata-adi, siddhantha-sidda-anta, samadhikatishash-samadahika-ashesh, swadhya-swa-
adhya), is a compound of 35 words and 86 words. Sign languages are also in sign languages, compounding this productive process of word formation. Both endocentric and exocentric compounds have been described for different sign languages. Copultic compounds or dvandwas, which consist of two or more nouns
from the same semantic category to refer to this semantic category, are also regularly found in many sign languages. The sign for parents in Italian sign language, for example, is a combination of nouns father and mother. This is an example of a sequential connection; in sign languages, you can also form simultaneous
connections where one hand represents one lexum, while the other presents the other to the same lexict. Примером может быть знак на выходные на языке жестов Нидерландов, который производится путем одновременного подписания одной рукой версия знака на субботу и одной рукой версия знака на
воскресенье. Recent trends While there is no universally agreed guidance on the use of complex words in English, in recent decades written English has shown a marked trend towards greater use of compounds. Lately, many words have been made by taking syllables of words and aggravating them, such as pixel
(image element) and bits (binary digit). This is called a syllable acronym. In Dutch and Scandinavian languages there is an unofficial tendency to separate complex words, known in Norwegian as serskriving, in Swedish as serskrivening (literally separate letter), and in Dutch as Engelse ziekte (English disease). Since
Scandinavian languages rely heavily on the distinction between the composite word and the sequence of the individual words of which it consists, this has serious implications. For example, the adjective Ruikfritt (literally which means that smoking is not allowed) if it is divided into constituent parts, it will mean a reic fritt
(smoking freely). In Dutch, connections written with spaces can also be confused, but can also be interpreted as a sequence of noun and genitive (which is unmarked in Dutch) in formal abbreviated writing. This may lead, for example, to the fact that the commission vergadering (meeting of the commission) will be read
as a meeting of the assembly, and not as a meeting of the commission (usually spelled commissievergadering). The German spelling reform of 1996 introduced the possibility of hyphenating noun connection when it enhances compreance and readability. This is done mainly with very long composite words, dividing
them into two or more smaller compounds, such as Eisenban-Unterfurunung (rail underpass) or Kraftfahrzeugs-Betriebsanleitung (car guide). This practice is also permitted in other Germanic languages, such as Danish and Norwegian (both Bokmul and Nynogorsk), and is even encouraged between parts of the word that
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